We propose a simple method for reconstructing vascular trees from three-dimensional images. Our algorithm extracts persistent maxima of the intensity on all axis-aligned two-dimensional slices of the input image. The maxima concentrate along onedimensional intensity ridges, in particular along blood vessels. We build a forest connecting the persistent maxima with short edges. The forest tends to approximate the blood vessels present in the image, but also contains numerous spurious features and often fails to connect segments belonging to one vessel in low contrast areas. We improve the forest by applying simple geometric filters that trim short branches, fill gaps in blood vessels and remove spurious branches from the vascular tree to be extracted. Experiments show that our technique can be applied to extract coronary trees from heart CT scans.
Introduction
According to the US Center for Disease Control and Prevention data, heart disease is the first leading cause of death in the USA [1] . Segmentation of coronary trees from chest CT (Computed Tomography) scans is an important step toward early detection of plaques, aneurysms and abnormal configurations of coronary arteries which could potentially lead to heart failure. Even though visual inspection of 2D slices is currently the most common way of making diagnosis, reliable segmentation of 3D models of coronary arteries from 3D imagery could eventually make the process less labor-intensive by helping radiologists to correlate the information from different slices or to simulate imaging techniques they are most familiar with (like angiography). The ability to extract 3D structures could also help to co-register different imaging modalities like CT scans, PET (Positron Emission Tomography) scans or angiograms.
In this paper, we propose a simple algorithm that can be used to reconstruct vascular trees from 3D images. This is known to be a challenging problem because of imperfections of the data such as noise, varying intensity of similar tissue and varying contrast. We deal with these challenges by employing discrete topological tools. One of the goals of discrete topology is finding and describing persistent features that cannot be removed by small perturbations of the data. We use persistence to filter out unimportant features that result from noise present in the data.
The structure of the paper is as follows. First (Section 2) we discuss the related work on blood vessel segmentation. In Sections 3 and 4 we describe the two major stages of our algorithm: computing the set of persistent maxima on 2D slices through the data and reconstruction of blood vessel trees from those persistent maxima. Experimental results obtained for clinical datasets are discussed in 5. Finally, we discuss future research directions in Section 6.
Prior Work
Blood vessel extraction algorithms have been receiving significant amount of attention in recent years (overviews of the subject can be found in [2] [3] [4] ). We discuss the approaches related to the one presented in this paper below.
Ridge-based approaches view blood vessels as intensity ridges in the image and focus on extracting a representation (most frequently, a graph representation) of the ridges. Ridges define an approximation of the vessel skeletons or centerlines. The algorithm introduced in this paper is a ridge-based algorithm: it generates points that tend to be densely distributed along ridges and uses this set of points as a basis for vessel reconstruction.
An approach that allows one to trace a vessel centerline as well as estimate the width of the vessel at every point of the centerline is described in [5, 6] . The method works by first projecting the user-specified seed point to a nearby ridge and then following that ridge. The direction of the vessel is estimated based on Hessians of the intensity function computed on different scales (the mathematical principles of this process as well as its robustness with respect to noise are discussed in [7] ). The scale is related to the width of the vessel that is being reconstructed and can be dynamically updated during the process. Other approaches based on tracking or optimizing the centerline either from one or between two user-specified points are discussed in [8] [9] [10] .
Similarly to the algorithm discussed in this paper, the one described in [11] also generates a set of sample points on the vessel cores and then connects them using the MST algorithm. However, there is a substantial difference in how the sample points are generated. In [11] , they are found as intensity maxima along rays entering the heart transversally. The maxima are examined for a number of properties (intensity range, peak shape, distance from the heart wall) to discard some of the false positives. Samples obtained this way can generally be located anywhere inside the vessels, so they are improved using eigenvalue analysis motivated by [12] . In order to ensure dense distribution of samples along the blood vessels, a vessel tracking algorithm is used to follow the vessels locally and place more samples along them. We think that our way of generating samples on the vessels as maxima on two-dimensional slices rather than rays is more natural. Our algorithm is also simpler to implement, in particular it does not require initial heart segmentation or analysis of the peak shape to work (although both could be considered as a way to reduce the number of false positives in our approach).
The algorithm introduced in [13] uses intensity-driven region-growing to represent the image as a directed tree. The tree is then cleaned up based on user interaction or by applying a procedure similar to the forest trimming operation that we use in this paper. The directed tree representation of [13] uses all voxels as the vertices, while we first select voxels that are likely to be on the vessels and then connect them into a forest based only on their distribution in 3D. Discarding the intensity information before the tree building stage leads to a procedure that could in some cases be more robust with respect to noise and intensity variation along a vessel. In particular, contrary to [13] , we do not need to compare the intensities of voxels that are far away in the image when building the forest. Such comparisons may lead to incorrect tree growing order when intensity is nonuniform along a vessel.
The algorithm of [14] first generates an incomplete reconstruction of a blood vessel by thresholding the vesselness measure of [15] . Then, the connected components of the incomplete reconstruction are joined using paths minimal with respect to a potential function defined using the vesselness measure. The robust maxima used to build the vessel trees in our algorithm may be thought of as a counterpart of the incomplete reconstruction. However our way of connecting them to form vessel trees is based purely on their proximity information, while [14] uses a more complicated method based on minimal paths with respect to a potential based on the vesselness measure. The vesselness measure can potentially be used to reduce the number of sample points generated by our algorithm (see discussion in Section 6).
Although our algorithm is based on different principles, we view it as a potential complement of approaches based on deformable models [16] [17] [18] . The trees obtained using the procedure described in this paper could be used to obtain initial conditions or additional constraints for these methods, possibly improving their efficiency, convergence as well as the segmentation results. Adaptations of deformable model techniques to the problem of blood vessel segmentation are discussed in [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Similarly, statistical techniques such as those used in [26, 27] may be used to classify pixels near the coronary tree computed using our algorithm, providing information about the geometry of the artery (e.g. allowing one to detect stenosis) or about plaque buildup. Such applications will be explored in future work.
Computing persistent maxima
The purpose of this step is to generate points near the centerlines of blood vessels. Blood vessels have larger intensity than the surrounding tissue and are essentially one-dimensional structures. Therefore, a blood vessel that intersects a 2D slice through the input data produces a local maximum of intensity on the slice near the intersection point. The converse is generally not true because of noise and presence of other features: there are several local maxima that do not correspond to blood vessels ( Figure 1 ). In fact, noise makes the distribution of the local maxima rather unstructured. We deal with this problem by filtering out the 'weak' local maxima using persistence [28] . This allows to reject local maxima due to noise while mostly preserving the ones defined by blood vessels. Our algorithm computes such local maxima on all axis-oriented 2D slices through the input volume. By an axis-oriented slice we mean a slice perpendicular to one of the coordinate axes. Persistent local maxima tend to be aligned with the blood vessels, as shown in Figure 2 .
Persistence of a local maximum x 0 of a continuous function f can be formally defined as a maximum positive number p for which there are no points with value larger than f (x 0 ) in the set L(x 0 ; p), defined as the connected component of {x|f (x) > f (x 0 ) − p} containing x 0 . Intuitively, persistence can be thought coronary artery Figure 1 ; some blood vessels can be observed, although significant clutter is present.
of as a relative measure of height of a local maximum. If a local maximum has persistence greater than p then it cannot be 'removed' by perturbing the function by less than p/2 (such a perturbation can increase or decrease a value by no more than p/2 and therefore is able to alter relative height of a maximum by up to p): in any perturbed function there is a local maximum in L(x 0 ; p) ( Figure 3 ). This property makes persistence a useful measure of robustness of a local maximum under perturbations of the function.
Because of noise, persistent maxima can occur essentially anywhere inside constant high intensity regions. In order to make them closer to the centerlines of small vessels, we apply a 3D low pass filter to the data before computing the persistent maxima. For all examples discussed in this paper, eight iterations of the 2 × 2 × 2 box filter were used for this purpose.
Persistence of all maxima in a 2D slice can be computed in O(n log n) time (where n is the number of pixels in the slice) using the procedure of [28] . First, we initialize a variable P u for each pixel u to zero. After the algorithm terminates, the value of P u for any pixel u which is a local maximum will be equal to its persistence. For pixels u which are not local maxima, P u will be zero. Starting from S = ∅, we keep inserting pixels of the slice in order of decreasing intensity into S. As we do that, we keep track of the connected components (determined based on 8-neighborhoods) of the union of pixels inserted so far using the union-find datastructure [29, Chapter 21] . For each connected component, we keep track of the maximum intensity pixel within that component. Whenever a new pixel w of intensity I is inserted, the unionfind data structure as well as the location of the maximum are updated. All connected components of the neighbors of w of intensity greater than I are merged to one. Its highest intensity pixel is computed as the brightest pixel among the merged components' maximum intensity pixels. For each of the merged connected components, if v is its maximum intensity pixel and I v is its intensity, we update P v to I v − I. The procedure terminates after all pixels are inserted into S.
The 2D procedure described above allows one to compute a volume dataset that can be used to efficiently generate the set of persistent maxima for any persistence threshold as follows. We run the 2D algorithm for every slice perpendicular to one of the coordinate axes, recording the results in a 3D array of the same dimensions as the input 3D image. This yields three arrays, one per coordinate axis. We take entry-wise maximum of these arrays, obtaining a 3D array that we call persistence volume. For a threshold M , the set A of persistent maxima on 2D slices that we use as a starting point for the blood vessel reconstruction consists of centers of voxels of the persistence volume that have value larger than M .
Because of large sizes of the CT scans, computing persistent maxima is the most computationally intensive phase of our algorithm (for all test datasets described in Section 5, at least 95 per cent of time is spent on computing the persistent maxima). The forest operations described in Section 4 act on the set of persistent maxima, which is relatively small; therefore, in practice, they run much faster. Saving the persistence volume and using it to generate the persistent maxima facilitates experimenting with different persistence thresholds. At the same time, it carries negligible overhead over the best method for compute all persistent local maxima on 3D axis-oriented slices for a prescribed threshold we are aware of (which is based on the same idea).
Vessel reconstruction from the persistent maxima
Points of the set A of persistent maxima tend to be concentrated along the centerlines of blood vessels. There are numerous outliers that do not belong to any vessel, but their distribution tends to be structureless. The procedure described in this section attempts to connect the neighboring points on the same blood vessel trees. We first compute a forest (i.e. a graph with no loops) F connecting the points in A with short edges, which serves as a crude reconstruction of the blood vessels. This forest is subsequently cleaned up and improved using simple geometric filters (Figure 4) . First, short branches are trimmed. Then, 'gaps' in the vessels are filled by finding branches that seem to geometrically fit to each other and connecting them with edges. The user interactively selects the root of the tree of interest (i.e. the point from which blood flows into the tree). Finally, the user-selected tree is cleaned up by removing branches that either lead to sharp turns in the blood flow direction predicted from our reconstruction or are well-aligned with blood vessels outside the tree of interest. Below we describe each step in more detail.
Building the forest
The purpose of this step is to build a forest F, serving as a crude reconstruction of the vessels in the image, from the 3D point set A. Since the points in A tend to be densely distributed along the vessels, it is natural to build F by connecting nearby points in A. More precisely, we construct F as the minimum forest that uses edges connecting the points in A shorter than a certain threshold using the Kruskal's minimum spanning tree algorithm [29, Chapter 23] . We sort the edges connecting the points of A whose length is smaller than the threshold according to length. To generate all edges shorter than the threshold efficiently, we arrange the points in the octree datastructure (described in, for example, [30] ). Then, we attempt to insert the edges into the forest one at a time in order of increasing length. As we do that, we keep track of the connected components of the forest using the union-find data structure [29, Chapter 21] . Edges whose endpoints belong to the same connected component are not inserted into the tree (since this would cause a loop in the graph).
Let us note that the idea of using Euclidean minimum spanning tree for geometric reconstruction from points is not new. The work in [31] contains an in-depth analysis of this approach to curve reconstruction in the planar case.
Forest trimming
Some points in A can be somewhat off the axis of the blood vessels or are outliers defined by intensity maxima at random places. This typically leads to numerous short branches of the trees in F. Similar problems arise when computing skeletons of shapes, where noise and sharp features can lead to numerous branches which can be pruned to make the skeleton easier to comprehend [32] . The purpose of forest trimming is to remove such short branches. We do that by iteratively removing the shortest branch in the forest until the length of all branches is above a certain threshold.
For the purpose of this procedure, we treat leaf vertices of the forest F as branch endpoints. The branch of a leaf vertex v is defined as the simple path (i.e. path that uses no vertex more than once) in the forest starting at v and ending at a vertex of degree other than 2. In order to efficiently keep track of short branches due to be removed we use a priority queue. At startup, all leaf nodes of the forest are inserted into the queue. The cost of a leaf node is equal to the length of its branch.
The main loop takes a least cost leaf vertex off the queue and removes all edges in its branch. Such a removal may potentially change the length of some leaf vertices' branches. This happens whenever the last vertex w of the branch has degree 2 after the removal. In such cases, we trace the two paths starting at w until they reach a vertex of degree other than 2. Let the endpoints of these paths be w 1 and w 2 and their lengths be l 1 and l 2 . If the degree of w 1 or w 2 is one, its cost should be updated to l 1 + l 2 . This is illustrated in Figure  5 . We implement this by simply inserting the endpoints with new priorities into the queue. This means an endpoint can appear in the queue more than once, and that some of these instances may have outdated priorities. However, the priorities of branches can only decrease in time (as their length can only increase) and therefore we can detect whether a leaf taken off the queue is valid or not by checking how many times it appears on the queue: if it appears just once before it is taken off, it means that its cost is valid. In order to be able to do that efficiently, for each vertex we maintain the number of times it appears on the queue.
The procedure terminates when the length of the branch taken off the queue is above the threshold.
(b) (a) (c) Fig. 6 . Gap filling results. In this case, the coronary artery is discontinuous in two places and both are repaired by the gap filling stage (which, in particular, connects (b) and (c) and fills the gap (a)). Note that the final reconstruction of the tree is shown in Figure 10 .
Gap filling
In some cases, the points in A are not dense enough along a blood vessel for the tree growing algorithm to obtain its continuous reconstruction. This is typically caused by variation of contrast along the blood vessels: in the low contrast parts the persistence of the local maxima on 2D slices drops below the threshold and, consequently, they are not included in A. We attempt to fix this problem by adding edges connecting leaf vertices in the forest that appear to belong to the same blood vessel based on the following principles:
(a) Since gaps tend to be small, u and v should not be too far from each other (b) The newly inserted edge should blend well with the tree branches starting at u and v. This means that the outward-pointing tangent vector to the vessel at u should point in a direction close to the vector uv and that the outward-pointing tangent vector at v should point in a direction close to vu.
This naturally leads to the following penalty function defined for all pairs of leaf vertices:
where | · | denotes the Euclidean norm of a vector, T u and T v are outward pointing tangent vectors at u and v and α is a scaling constant, determined experimentally. To estimate the tangent vector T u at u, we follow the path in the graph starting from u. The path is terminated as it reaches a prescribed length or it hits a junction (vertex of degree greater than 2), whichever happens first. We approximate T u as the vector from the endpoint of the path to u. The tangent at v, T v , is estimated in the same way.
Our algorithm greedily connects pairs of leaf vertices in order of increasing penalty, stopping when the penalty exceeds a certain threshold. We reject edges that would cause loops to appear in the graph. This can be implemented efficiently by utilizing the union-find data structure in the same way as in the Kruskal's minimum spanning tree algorithm. Figure 6 shows the result of the gap filling stage for one of the test datasets.
Tree selection
So far we were operating on the entire forest, that typically includes all blood vessel trees reconstructed by our algorithm. Now, the user needs to select a blood vessel tree of interest from this forest. The selection is made by clicking on a voxel near the root of the tree of interest. We find its nearest node in the forest and output its connected component. The connected component is computed using the depth-first search algorithm [29, . As illustrated in Figures 4, 7 and 8, this tree may potentially contain spurious branches that need to be cleaned up. Note that the root node selected by the user should define the point from which the blood flows into the tree in order for the tree cleanup step (described next) to work properly.
Tree cleanup
We use two simple geometric heuristics to detect and remove spurious branches from the user-selected tree. An example where both heuristics are necessary is shown in Figure 8 .
Sharp turns in the blood flow direction
We first direct the edges of the tree so that they point toward the root (i.e. so that by following the directed edges from any vertex one can obtain a simple path leading to the root). The directions can be thought as opposite to the blood flow direction (assuming blood flows out of the root into the tree) and hence should not abruptly change. Building upon this observation, we detect and remove edges that lead into sharp turns. The details are described below.
For each vertex v of the directed tree, we follow its path toward the root until it gets longer than some minimum length L or it reaches the root. Let the endpoint of this path be F (v). Denote the vector from v to F (v) by D(v). This is our estimate of the direction opposite to the blood flow. We first mark all vertices v of the tree for which the angle between D(v) and D(F (v)) is greater than a certain threshold β. Then, for each marked vertex we trace its path in the tree until its length exceeds L or it reaches a vertex of degree other than 2 (whichever happens first) and remove its last edge. Finally, we compute the connected component of the resulting forest that contains the root vertex. An example of branches removed based on the sharp turn criterion are shown in Figures 7 and 8 .
Alignment with branches representing other blood vessels
Some branches belonging to other vessels are not detected using the procedure described previously. An example is shown in Figure 8 . There is a vein running very close to several branches of the coronary tree. Parts of the vein form spurious branches of the tree. The biggest branches can be removed based on the sharp turn heuristic described previously. However, the smallest branch does not form a sharp angle with the coronary artery. Still, Figure 8 contains a clear indication that the branch does not belong to the tree: it is aligned well with another branch (in this case, one of the branches removed based on the sharp turn heuristic) which appears to be its continuation. This observation naturally leads to the following procedure.
Let T be the tree to be cleaned up and F the forest resulting from the forest trimming operation described in Section 4.2. Consider a simple path P in T starting at a vertex v of degree greater than 2 and terminating at a vertex of degree other than 2. We can estimate the outward tangent vector T v for P at v as in Section 4.3: T v = wv, where w is obtained by following P from v for a certain prescribed distance or until the end (whichever happens first). Now, for every degree-one vertex u (i.e. branch endpoint) in F less than a certain distance K away from v we estimate the outward normal vector T u of the branch defined by u as in Section 4.3. As an alignment measure of the path P and the branch of F defined by u we use the second component of the cost function in Section 4.3:
If the alignment measure is less than a certain prescribed threshold a for some vertex u as described above, we remove the first edge of the path P from T.
After examining all paths P described above we compute the connected component of the resulting forest (i.e. T with certain edges removed) containing the root. This is the final reconstruction of the vascular tree.
Results
Our algorithm has been run on five different datasets (heart CT scans). The resulting coronary trees are shown in Figure 9 . Different views of the same tree are shown in Figure 10 . Generally, the algorithm was able to correctly capture the structure of the coronary arteries, even for a dataset with artifacts caused by a pacemaker lead ( Figure 11 ). The outcome obviously depends on the choice of the algorithm's parameters and thresholds. An example of a dataset for which selecting parameters turned out to be difficult is shown in Fig. 9 . Examples of left coronary trees obtained using our method from five different datasets. The tree generated from that dataset contains two short spurious branches. One branch is not followed correctly because of low contrast over a few consecutive slices (even though contrast improves and the branch is clearly visible over the subsequent 100 slices) and one is completely missed. Still, the major branches of the coronary tree were reconstructed correctly. We also expect that in certain cases (for some datasets or for suboptimal choices of the parameters) the tree generated by our algorithm may include parts of nearby veins (cf Figure 8 ).
Prior to being used as the input to our procedure, we equalized the mean and standard deviation of the intensity on the slices of the input dataset. This is important because of substantial differences in the statistics of the intensities on (even close) different slices. We also applied a low pass filter (in this case, 8 iterations of the 2 × 2 × 2 box filter; cf discussion in Section 3). The image leading to the leftmost tree in Figure 9 has been acquired using a Siemens Sensation 64 CT scanner (Forcheim, Germany) with a spatial resolution of 0.4 × 0.4 × 0.6mm. The images leading to the other four trees were obtained using a Siemens Sensation 16 scanner with 0.6 × 0.6 × 1.0 mm resolution. In all cases, retrospectively ECG-gated spiral acquisition was used and and 70 cc of Ultravist 370 (Schering, Germany) contrast followed by 30 cc of saline flush at a rate of 5 cc/sec was administered to the patients. Despite the poor quality of data, our procedure is able to track the coronary artery correctly (the black dots were obtained by scan-converting the output tree).
The datasets were cropped before running our algorithm to reduce their size to between 10 and 15 million voxels. The running times of our implementation (currently far from optimal) were about 6 minutes for each of the datasets on a Pentium III-850MHz workstation. Most of this time was spent on computing the persistence volume described in Section 3. The rest of the procedure took less than 15 seconds for every tree shown in Figure 9 .
User-defined parameters
Our algorithm requires fixing several parameters: the persistence threshold M for local maxima, the maximum edge length L for use in the forest growing phase, minimum length of a branch m to be used when trimming, the α parameter and the maximum allowable penalty function value S for gap filling purposes, angle and alignment and distance thresholds β, a and K for the cleanup stage. We found out that, although the number of these parameters is high, they are relatively easy to set and, once they are set, they tend to work well for all datasets coming from the same source. In particular, all trees shown in Figure 9 except for the one on the left were extracted from four different datasets acquired using the same CT scanning device. For all of them, we used branch that the algorith failed to follow branch that was missed branch that the algorithm failed to follow spurious branches Fig. 12 . Top: slices of a dataset showing potential problems of our approach (black dots are obtained by scan-converting the reconstructed tree). The algorithm fails to follow one of the branches because of low contrast over a number of slices (the branch is hardly visible in slice 220; even though it becomes clearly visible again a few slices later and A contains points generated from the 228 th and most of the subsequent slices, gap filling fails because of wiggly shape of the artery in this area), generates a two short spurious branches (two of which can be seen on the slices presented above) and misses one branch (weak near the bifurcation) completely. Bottom: the reconstructed coronary tree rendered from five different viewpoints. Fig. 13 . Comparison of forests constructed from the candidate points (before applying the forest filters): Left: persistent maxima (computed as described in Section 3); Center: persistent maxima with those conservatively decided to lie outside the heart removed; Right: additionally, 70% of points of smallest vesselness measure were removed the same parameters, determined after about half an hour of experiments on one of the datasets: M equal to about 5 per cent of the maximum intensity, L = 7, m = 10, α = 0.02, S=1, β = 85
• , a = 1 and K = 10 (assuming the grid is of size 1 in x and y dimensions). When computing vectors tangent to branches or paths on the gap filling or cleanup stages, we trace paths in the forest until they reach length 10 (or to the closest junction). Recall that our algorithm spends most of the time computing the persistence volume, which can be re-used for different thresholds. Consequently, the user can see the result of his/her parameter adjustments in less than 15 seconds once the persistence volume is computed.
Perturbing the parameters induces easily predictable changes to the output tree. For example, lower maximum penalty for gap filling might make some branches shorter. Higher β or lower a might cause some of the spurious branches to survive.
Discussion and future work
We presented a simple and effective algorithm allowing one to extract coronary trees from heart CT scans. We hope that the trees extracted using our procedure could be used as initial conditions for active contour models, speeding up their convergence and improving the segmentation results. They could also help supplement active contours with constraints that could help prevent leaks or instability. We believe that, apart from extracting blood vessel trees of various types, variations of our procedure could be applicable to other problems where reconstruction of tree-like (or, more generally, graph-like) structures is of importance: extracting neuron cells and their connections from confocal microscopy data, airways from 3D lung images etc.
There are several technical improvements of the algorithm that we are plan-ning to pursue in the future. The persistent maxima computation procedure could be augmented with additional criteria allowing one to reject some of the persistent maxima. For example, one could extract a superset of the heart from the image (e.g. by applying a low pass filter of a small cutoff frequency and thresholding the resulting image) and then use it to conservatively reject the maxima outside the heart. In addition, the vesselness measure of [15] can be used to eliminate even more maxima. Although this approach is very effective in preserving points on the coronary arteries and rejecting outliers (Figure 13) , it turns out to have little effect on the final outcome of the algorithm: the reconstructed vessel trees were essentially the same as in Figure 9 . Nevertheless, we expect that this and other heuristics allowing one to improve the point set the forest is reconstructed from might prove useful in future.
The trees extracted by the algorithm as described in this paper typically pass through the calcified plaque areas if they exist, because of their high intensity. The plaque can be detected by examining the variation of intensity along the tree. More generally, one could perform more detailed intensity analysis in the vicinity of the coronary tree to find soft plaque, aneurysms or other abnormalities of interest.
Finally, we are interested in a more precise validation of our results and detailed comparison to competing methods such as those described in Section 2. This could be done by using phantom models of vessel trees as in [33] or precise labelling of vessel branches or bifurcations in the automatically reconstructed trees and comparing them with those present in manual segmentations provided by several human experts as in [34] . Yet another approach could be to use images of animal hearts and compare them with dissection results.
